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Abstract

The role of clouds remains the largest uncertainty in climate projections. They influence
solar and thermal radiative transfer and the earth’s water cycle. Therefore, there is an
urgent need for accurate cloud observations to validate climate models and to monitor
climate change. Passive satellite imagers measuring radiation at visible to thermal in-5

frared wavelengths provide a wealth of information on cloud properties. Among others,
the cloud top height (CTH) – a crucial parameter to estimate the thermal cloud radiative
forcing – can be retrieved. In this paper we investigate the skill of ten current retrieval
algorithms to estimate the CTH using observations from the Spinning Enhanced Vis-
ible and InfraRed Imager (SEVIRI) onboard Meteosat Second Generation (MSG). In10

the first part we compare the ten SEVIRI cloud top pressure (CTP) datasets with each
other. The SEVIRI algorithms catch the latitudinal variation of the CTP in a similar way.
The agreement is better in the extratropics than in the tropics. In the tropics multi-layer
clouds and thin cirrus layers complicate the CTP retrieval, whereas good agreement is
found for the cores of the deep convective system having a high optical depth. Further-15

more, a good agreement between the algorithms is observed for trade wind cumulus
and marine stratocumulus clouds.

In the second part of the paper the SEVIRI retrievals are compared to CTH ob-
servations from the Cloud-Aerosol LIdar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) and
Cloud Profiling Radar (CPR) instruments. It is important to note that the different mea-20

surement techniques cause differences in the retrieved CHT data. SEVIRI measures
a radiatively effective CTH, while the CTH of the active instruments is derived from the
return time of the emitted signal. Therefore some systematic diffrences are expected.
On average the CTHs detected by the SEVIRI algorithms are 1.0 to 2.5 km lower than
CALIOP observations, and the correlation coefficients between the SEVIRI and the25

CALIOP datasets range between 0.77 and 0.90. The mean CTH differences between
the SEVIRI algorithms and CPR observations are smaller than for CALIOP ranging
from −0.8 km to 0.6 km. The correlation coefficients of CPR and SEVIRI observations
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range between 0.82 and 0.89. To discuss the origin of the CTH deviation we elaborate
the comparison for three cloud categories: optically thin and thick single layer as well
as multi-layer clouds. For optically thick clouds the correlation coefficients between the
SEVIRI and the reference datasets are usually above 0.95. For optically thin single
layer clouds the correlation coefficients are still above 0.92. For this cloud category the5

SEVIRI algorithms yield CTHs that are lower than CALIOP but similar to CPR observa-
tions. Most challenging are the multi-layer clouds, where the correlation coefficients are
for most algorithms between 0.6 and 0.8. Finally, we evaluate the performance of the
SEVIRI retrievals for boundary layer clouds. While the CTH retrieval for this cloud type
is relatively accurate, there are still considerable differences between the algorithms.10

These are related to uncertainties in and limited vertical resolution of the assumed
temperature profiles in combination with the presence of temperature inversions, which
lead to ambiguities in the CTH retrieval. Alternative approaches for the CTH retrieval
of low clouds are discussed.

1 Introduction15

About 70 % of the earth’s surface is covered with clouds. They play an essential role in
weather and climate interacting strongly with solar and terrestrial radiation (Cess et al.,
1989). In the solar wavelength region clouds cool the earth by reflecting sunlight back
to space. At the same time clouds tend to warm the earth by absorbing and reemitting
thermal radiation emitted by the surface and lower atmosphere (Wielicki et al., 1995).20

While solar radiative transfer is mainly influenced by the optical depth of the clouds,
the thermal effect is also determined by their top temperature. Thus, optically thick, low
level clouds usually have a negative net radiative forcing as their thermal effect is small
and reflection of solar radiance dominates. In contrast, the net radiative effect of high
level clouds is often positive (in particular during night and for optically thin cirrus over25

warm surfaces during day) because the thermal contrast between them and the surface
is large (Liou, 1986; Boucher, 1999; Meyer et al., 2002; Schumann et al., 2012).
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Hence, detailed monitoring of cloud properties – such as cloud fraction, cloud top
temperature, cloud particle size and cloud water path – is needed to understand the
role of clouds in the weather and climate system. Cloud remote sensing from space is
an important and effective tool to monitor climate change and to evaluate weather and
climate models. Satellites are able to observe cloud properties globally, in particular,5

passive imagers provide observations of large areas with a high temporal resolution
enabling investigations of the evolutions and life times of cloud systems.

The International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) has monitored clouds
since 1983 using only two channels from the available geostationary satellites and
the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) on the polar orbiting NOAA10

and MetOp satellites (Rossow and Schiffer, 1999). But little information about cloud
phase, particle size, and nighttime cloud heights is provided from the use of these two
channels. Many other techniques have been developed since the start of ISCCP to
derive those additional parameters utilizing multiple channels now available on most
modern geostationary and Sun-synchronous satellite imagers. In particular, the use of15

more channels in the visible to long wave infrared wavelength region (400 nm–15 µm)
is very beneficial.

Despite the progress in this area, the interpretation of the measured radiance re-
mains challenging for the following reasons: firstly, observations do not fully constrain
the retrieval problem. Most information originates from the cloud top, however clouds20

can be vertically extended and have a complex structure. Satellite pixels typically cover
an area of a few km2. The clouds within this area may be inhomogeneous. Radiation
from neighboring areas as well as the three dimensional structure of clouds may in-
fluence the observed radiance, which is normally neglected in cloud remote sensing
algorithms (e.g., Zinner and Mayer, 2006). Hence, the common assumption of a plane25

parallel single cloud layer can only approximate reality. Secondly, the thermal emis-
sion of the cloud comes from within the uppermost cloud layer. Therefore, the retrieved
CTH is a radiatively effective one and not the physical cloud boundary. Thirdly, in case
of temperature inversions, the conversion from observed brightness temperature to
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CTH can be ambiguous and may lead to large displacements. Furthermore, during
the day retrievals are challenging for certain observation geometries such as the sun
glint angular envelope and high solar zenith angles. At night, observations in the solar
wavelength region are not even available. Finally, a number of facts are only partially
known: the shapes of ice crystals that determine their scattering and absorption prop-5

erties, the state of the atmosphere, the albedo and emissivity of the surface, calibration
and degradation of the satellite sensor and uncertainties in the spectral response func-
tion. This limited knowledge exacerbates cloud remote sensing in practice even more,
especially for optically thin clouds. The radiative effect of these uncertainties can be
significant compared to the cloud effect itself and, therefore, retrieved cloud properties10

may also be uncertain.
Many research groups have developed cloud retrievals tackling all the above issues.

Comparisons and validations of these retrievals are needed to understand the differ-
ences and improve our understanding. Recently average cloud properties from twelve
global Level 3 datasets were compared on climatological scales in the framework of15

the GEWEX Cloud Assessment (Stubenrauch et al., 2013). The comparison included
multi-spectral imagers, multi-angle multi spectral imagers, IR sounders and active in-
struments. Stubenrauch et al. (2013) stated that CTH measurements are comparable
considering the different sensor sensitivities. In particular, they pointed out that passive
imagers measure a radiatively effective CTH. Furthermore, the GEWEX Cloud Assess-20

ment investigated the regional and vertical distributions as well as diurnal and seasonal
cycles.

As averaged cloud properties are used in the GEWEX Cloud Assessment, differ-
ences of the Level 2 to Level 3 aggregation procedure as well as differences among
the retrieval methods themselves may cause the observed deviations. Therefore, an25

in-depth analysis of Level 2 cloud products may reveal even more insight into the char-
acteristics of retrieval algorithms. This is why the Cloud Retrieval Evaluation Work-
shop (CREW) project was founded (Roebeling et al., 2012). Exchanges during the
CREWs in 2006, 2009 and 2011 triggered the creation of a cloud retrieval database in
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a common format. A large number of research groups provided their retrieval results to
this database, thus enabling a systematic evaluation, similar to the GEWEX Cloud As-
sessment, but for Level 2 products. This is the first effort of its kind since the pre-ISCCP
algorithm inter-comparisons (Rossow et al., 1985).

The current paper presents the inter-comparison and validation results of ten CTH5

retrieval algorithms using observations of the Spinning Enhanced Visible and InfraRed
Imager (SEVIRI) onboard the geostationary Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) plat-
form using the CREW database. The paper is structured as follows: in Sect. 2 we
give a description of the satellite sensors used, review the fundamentals of cloud top
height/pressure retrieval methods and give an overview of the Cloud Retrieval Eval-10

uation Workshop database. In Sects. 3 and 4 we present the results of the SEVIRI
retrieval inter-comparison and the comparison with CALIOP and CPR. In Sect. 5 we
discuss and summarize our findings.

2 Datasets and methods

Section 2.1 summarizes the characteristics of the satellite sensors used in this study.15

In Sect. 2.2 we introduce common retrieval methods for clouds from passive sensors in
general, followed by a description of the CREW cloud retrieval data base in Sect. 2.3.

2.1 Instrumentation

In this paper we inter-compare retrievals using observations from the SEVIRI instru-
ment (Schmetz et al., 2002) on the geostationary Meteosat-9 satellite located at the20

orbital position 0◦ E and 0◦ N. Observations are possible up to a viewing zenith angle
of ca. 70◦ thus including mainly Africa, Europe, the Atlantic Ocean as well as small
parts of South America and the Indian Ocean. SEVIRI has eleven spectral bands with
3 km spatial resolution at the sub-satellite point: three solar channels at 0.6, 0.8 and
1.6 µm, one combined solar/thermal channel at 3.9 µm, two water vapour channels at25
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6.2 and 7.3 µm, one ozone channel at 9.6 µm, one CO2 channel at 13.4 µm and three
window channels at 8.7, 10.8 and 12.0 µm. The seven thermal channels are calibrated
on board, while the solar channels are not and require vicarious calibration (Govaerts
et al., 2001). Furthermore, SEVIRI has one high resolution broadband visible (HRV)
channel at 1 km spatial resolution. The SEVIRI sensor scans the observation disk ev-5

ery 15 min. The scan starts in the South and takes 12 min to reach the northernmost
point. The high temporal resolution enables the study of the evolution of cloud systems
including the diurnal cycle.

In the second part of the paper we compare the CTH retrievals from SEVIRI with
measurements from active instruments, namely the Cloud-Aerosol LIdar with Orthog-10

onal Polarization (CALIOP) and the Cloud Profiling Radar (CPR). CALIOP is the main
instrument on the CALIPSO satellite launched in April 2006 (Winker et al., 2003, 2007,
2010; Liu et al., 2005; Hostetler et al., 2006). It is a dual wavelength lidar (532 and
1064 nm). The primary products are profiles of total backscatter, from which further
products like cloud and aerosol properties are derived (Vaughan et al., 2005). The15

instrument also measures the linear depolarization of the backscattered return for
532 nm allowing discrimination of cloud phase and the identification of non-spherical
aerosols. On the earth’s surface individual CALIOP beams have a width of about 70 m
with a sampling distance of 333 m. The vertical resolution of the CALIOP products is
30 to 60 m. CALIOP provides the unambiguous CTH of the uppermost cloud layer in20

almost all situations. In case of multi-layer clouds CALIOP provides information for lay-
ers down to a level where the lidar signal is fully attenuated. This occurs where the
cumulative optical depth is 3–5. Interpretation of CALIOP measurements suffers from
a low signal to noise ratio. Therefore, measurements are usually averaged over several
lidar shots. In this way, clouds with a very small optical depth down to 0.01 can be25

detected. Its high sensitivity and vertical resolution make CALIOP an excellent system
for the validation of CTH retrievals from passive radiometers.

The CPR onboard of Cloudsat launched in April 2006 is a 94 GHz nadir-looking
radar. It measures the backscattered signal as a function of distance from the radar
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(Stephens et al., 2002, 2008; Tanelli et al., 2008). As clouds are weak scatterers in
the microwave region, the CPR is designed for maximal sensitivity. Its dynamic range
is 70 dB and calibration accuracy is 1.5 dB. The attenuation of the radar signal is in-
fluenced by absorbing gases (primarily water vapor), water and ice clouds as well as
precipitating particles. With a pulse length of 3.3 µs, CPR provides cloud and precip-5

itation information with 500 m vertical resolution between the surface and 30 km. The
radar measurements along track are averaged in 0.32 s time intervals, producing a hor-
izontal resolution of 1.4 km (cross-track) by 1.7 km (along-track).

2.2 Cloud top height retrieval methods

Using observations of the radiance and a priori information of the atmospheric state,10

in particular the temperature profile and concentration of absorbing gases, the radia-
tively effective CTH can be retrieved representing the top height of a plane parallel,
homogenious cloud that cause the same radiance Iν at the top of the atmosphere as
observed. In general, the measured radiance Iν at wavenumber ν depends on the cloud
top pressure pc as follows (Liou, 2002):15

Iν = (1−ηεν)(Is + Ib)tν(pc,0)+ Ic + Ia, (1)

where the contribution from the surface is described by

Is = Bν(Ts)tν(ps,pc), (2)

the contribution of the atmosphere below the cloud by

Ib =

pc∫
ps

Bν(T (p))
∂tν(p,pc)

∂p
dp, (3)20

the contribution of the cloud itself by

Ic = ηενBν(Tc)tν(pc,0) (4)
409
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and the contribution of the atmosphere above the cloud by

Ia =

0∫
pc

Bν(T (p))
∂tν(p,0)

∂p
dp. (5)

In these equations η is the cloud fraction, εν the spectral emissivity of the cloud, Bν the
Planck radiation, tν(p1,p2) the transmissivity between pressures p1 and p2 and pc, ps,
Tc and Ts are pressure and temperature of the cloud and the surface, respectively.5

2.2.1 Radiance fitting

One basic method to derive the CTP assumes a fully covered field of view η = 1 and
optical thick clouds εν = 1. The term 1−ηεν on the right hand side in Eq. (1) vanishes,
being tantamount to no contribution from the surface and the atmosphere below the
cloud. Assuming an atmospheric temperature and humidity profile, the radiance can10

be calculated using a radiative transfer model. The CTP is found by minimizing the dif-
ference between the simulated and observed radiance. With this method and under the
above-mentioned assumptions, the CTP can be derived by using a single channel. It is
favorable to use a wavelength with a large atmospheric transmissivity to minimize the
influence of the atmosphere above the cloud on the retrieval. For SEVIRI, the 10.8 µm15

channel is commonly used. If the effective cloud cover ηε of the cloud layer is known
(e.g., the cloud cover η can be estimated using the high resolution channel of SE-
VIRI and the emissivity ε can be derived from the cloud optical depth in the visible
wavelength region), it is also possible to take the semi-transparency and coverage of
the cloud layer into account (Chahine, 1974; Wielicki and Coakley Jr, 1981; Roebeling20

et al., 2006; Roebeling, 2008). For example Rossow and Schiffer (1999) account for
semi-transparent cloud effects by exploiting the approximate 2 : 1 relationship between
the cloud optical depths at visible and infrared window-channel wavelengths. They as-
sume a fully covered pixel and solve first for the visible optical depth τvis using the
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reflected radiance. Then, they compute the emissivity εν as

εν = 1−exp(−0.5τvis/µ), (6)

where µ is cosine of the viewing zenith angle.
In the following we call this retrieval method radiance fitting. It is known that this

method tends to overestimate CTP for partial cloud cover and semi-transparent clouds5

in most cases, if these effects are not taken into account (e.g., Holz et al., 2006).

2.2.2 Optimal estimation

A generalization of the radiance fitting by using several channels, any available prior
information and with suitable weighting according to errors, is the optimal estimation
(OE) method. Essential diagnostic outputs of the OE method are a measure of the10

model fit to the observation that is the cost function J and formal error estimates of the
retrieved parameters. The cost function J is defined as follows (Rodgers, 2000):

J(x) = (y(x)−ym)TS−1
y (y(x)−ym)+ (x−xa)TS−1

a (x−xa), (7)

where ym are the measurements and y(x) are the radiances simulated by assuming
the state x. xa is the state known prior to the retrieval and S−1

y and S−1
a are the inverted15

error covariance matrices of the measurements and the prior state. The state vector x
is varied to minimize the cost function J and such finding the optimal state to describe
the observation ym. In the context of this paper, the state parameter x contains the
physical properties of the cloud. Using a window channel alone leads to very large so-
lution spaces for cloud top pressure retrievals for cirrus, while the inclusion of a single20

absorbing channel greatly decreases the solution space (Heidinger et al., 2010). This
is the approach adopted for use with SEVIRI as well as other polar-orbiting imagers.
Iterative techniques can also be used to simultaneously fit more than one parameter to
the same number of channels. Among others, OE has been applied to AVHRR (Walther
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and Heidinger, 2012), ATSR (Poulsen et al., 2011), SEVIRI (Watts et al., 2011), a com-
bined MERIS and AATSR retrieval (Lindstrot et al., 2010) and MIPAS (Hurley et al.,
2011).

2.2.3 Radiance ratioing

Another approach to retrieve CTP is the radiance ratioing method (also sometimes5

named split window or CO2 slicing) (Chahine, 1974; Cavia and Tomassini, 1978; Smith
and Platt, 1978; Menzel et al., 1983, 2008; Wylie and Menzel, 1989; Zhang and Menzel,
2002). Subtracting the clear sky radiance Iclr

ν from the all sky observation Iν in Eq. (1)
and integration by parts leads to

Iν − Iclr
ν = ηεν

pc∫
ps

tν(p,0)
∂Bν(T (p))

∂p
dp, (8)10

see e.g. Liou (2002). The clear sky radiance can be simulated with a radiative transfer
model or estimated by locating clear sky measurements in the vicinity of the obser-
vation (Smith and Frey, 1990). Dividing Eq. (8) for two wavenumbers ν1 and ν2, the
formulation becomes independent of ηεν, if the cloud emissivity εν is identical for both
wavenumbers. In a broader context, this method is generally adopted for channels15

within the 15 µm CO2 band, where the emissivities for each channel are similar. But
the uncertainty of the retrieved CTP still slightly depends on the temperature profile
and the chosen channels (Holz et al., 2006). For the SEVIRI instrument, the 10.8 µm
channel is commonly used in combination with the 12.0 or 13.4 µm channel.

2.3 The CREW database20

In the framework of the Cloud Retrieval Evaluation Workshop (CREW), a common
cloud retrieval database was built to investigate strengths and weaknesses of currently
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available cloud property retrieval algorithms using passive imager observations. The
cloud properties stored in the CREW database are listed in Table 1.

In this paper the main focus is on the SEVIRI datasets, but also polar orbiting sen-
sors such as the MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) onboard
the EOS-Terra and Aqua satellites and the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiome-5

ter (AVHRR) as well as Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR), POLarization
and Directionality of the Earth’s Reflectances (POLDER) and Atmospheric InfraRed
Sounder (AIRS) retrievals are included in the database. The database is comple-
mented with cloud measurements that serve as a reference, including Advanced Mi-
crowave Scanning Radiometer for EOS (AMSR-E) observations and the active instru-10

ments CPR on Cloudsat and CALIOP on CALIPSO.
The CREW database contains five days of data, see Table 2. During these days the

NOAA-18 satellite was aligned with A-train orbit for several core hours. In this paper we
focus on 13 June 2008, as the dataset is most complete for this day.

In total, twelve institutions from Europe and USA participated in the CREW inter-15

comparison and validation of their SEVIRI datasets. This paper investigates the ten
datasets providing cloud top height or cloud top pressure retrievals. The acronyms and
contact persons of the participating institutions are listed in Table 3.

All retrieval methods discussed in Sect. 2.2 are applied in one or more algorithms.
An overview of the retrieval methods and satellite channels used is given in Table 4.20

Many algorithms use a combination of several methods. For optically thick and low
clouds, many groups use radiance fitting with the IR window channel at 10.8 µm. For
semi-transparent or broken clouds it is necessary to employ the radiance ratioing
method. But the algorithms use different criteria for the identification of cloud regimes
where radiance ratioing is applied.25

The Algorithm Working Group (AWG) algorithm uses the 11, 12 and 13.3 µm chan-
nels on SEVIRI and MODIS. The mathematics are described in Heidinger and Pavolo-
nis (2009) and the motivation for this channel-set is given in Heidinger et al. (2010). The
AWG uses an analytical forward model couched in an Optimal Estimation framework.
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The retrieved parameters are the CTT, 11 µm cloud emissivity and an infrared micro-
physical index (beta). From these parameters, CTH, CTP, COD and REF are derived. If
the AWG cloud typing detects multi-layered clouds, an opaque lower cloud is inserted
at a height determined from surrounding unobscured low cloud retrievals.

The CMS and MFR share the same algorithm heritage and are similar. The cloud5

type product of the Nowcasting SAF is employed to separate opaque clouds from
semi-transparent and broken clouds. For very low, low or medium thick clouds, radi-
ance fitting is used to derive CTH. For high thick clouds either the radiance ratioing or
the radiance fitting is used. And for high semi-transparent clouds, either the radiance
ratioing or an intersection method (Schmetz et al., 1993) is used. Here, the intersection10

method is applied with the 10.8 µm channel in combination with one of the sounding
channels 6.2, 7.3 or 13.4 µm. The minimum CTP of these combinations is chosen as
the final result. The most distinct difference between the CMS and MFR algorithm is
the retrieval of the CTHs of boundary layer clouds, see Sect. 4.2.4.

Also EUM and MPF both developed by EUMETSAT share the same algorithm her-15

itage. MPF (MSG Meteorological Products Extraction Facility Algorithm) is the opera-
tional algorithm of EUMETSAT, EUM is a research algorithm. One distinct difference is
the treatment of boundary layer clouds, see Sect. 4.2.4.

The DLR algorithm uses threshold techniques to identify broken or semi-transparent
clouds. If the clouds are opaque and fully cover the pixel, radiance fitting is used, other-20

wise radiance ratioing with the 10.8 µm window and the 13.4 µm CO2 channel is used.
The GSF algorithm starts with an optimal estimation retrieval of the CTP. For high

clouds with CTP smaller 600 hPa, this value is the final result. Otherwise radiance fitting
is used to retrieve CTP for low clouds.

LAR uses a thresholding technique to detect clouds (Minnis et al., 2008b). Cloud25

optical depth, phase, particle size, and effective temperature CET are determined si-
multaneously using the VISST, an iterative OE method. CTT is determined from CET
using a parameterization based on optical depth for thin clouds (Minnis et al., 2011).
For thick clouds, CTT is assumed to be essentially the same as CET. CTT is then
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matched with the highest pressure (lowest altitude) having the same temperature as
a modified NWP temperature profile to estimate CTP (CTH). The lower temperature
profile is defined using a zonally dependent lapse rate (Minnis et al., 2010). A supple-
mental 10.8/13.4 µm radiance ratioing technique (Chang et al., 2010) is used to adjust
high cloud tops.5

UKM uses the radiance ratioing method of Eyre and Menzel (1989) with the 10.8,
12.0 and 13.4 µm channels first. If a suitable solution is not found by this method (i.e. if
the uncertainty in the radiance ratioing solution is greater than a prescribed threshold),
then radiance fitting with the 10.8 µm channel is employed. Additionally, UKM uses
a priori knowledge of the atmospheric stability from the MetOffice model to deal with10

low-level inversions (Moseley, 2003; Francis et al., 2008). In practice, this means that
the upper-level clouds tend to use the solution of the radiance ratioing method, and
the lower-level clouds apply the radiance fitting method with a priory constraints. If no
solution is found from these methods, UKM uses radiance fitting without any a priory
constraints as fall-back solution, but this rarely happens.15

OCA and AWG are both optimal estimation retrievals. AWG utilizes the 10.8, 12 and
13.4 µm channels, whereas OCA uses all SEVIRI channels except the 3.9 and 9.6 µm
and simultaneously estimates the essential observable cloud properties of one or in
some cases two cloud layers.

3 Inter-comparison of SEVIRI retrievals20

For the inter-comparison we look at the CTP, as this property is directly provided by
ten algorithms, whereas CTH is provided by five algorithms only. Figure 1 shows the
CTP derived by the algorithms for 13 June 2008, 13:45 UTC. The zonal distribution
of the CTP is comparable for all datasets. High clouds are present in the inter tropi-
cal convergence zone (ITCZ). Adjacent to them, low clouds are most common in the25

marine stratocumulus region between 30◦ S and 30◦ N. In the mid latitudes synoptic
systems with their frontal structures can be identified. The derived CTP means range
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from 577 hPa to 424 hPa. The smallest mean CTPs (the highest clouds) are retrieved
by MFR (424 hPa), CMS (432 hPa) and AWG (439 hPa), the algorithms showing the
largest mean CTPs (the lowest clouds) are EUM (558 hPa) and MPF (577 hPa). Aver-
aging is performed with the logarithm of CTP and afterwards converted into a pressure
again. In this way, the mean CTP is more comparable to the mean CTH. Note that5

the cloud masks differ between the algorithms, which influences the mean CTP. Some
algorithms also limit the domain for retrievals due to high viewing or solar zenith angles
and/or sun glint.

In Fig. 2 some basic statistics of the multi algorithm ensemble are presented. In
Fig. 2a we show the number of algorithms that detect a cloud and provide a CTP10

value for the observed satellite pixel. In general, the agreement of the cloud detection
among the algorithms is good, in particular for the central parts of the cloud systems.
However, at the edges of the cloud systems the cloud detection results differ. The ability
to detect a cloud decreases when the subpixel cloud fraction and the optical thickness
decreases, see also Fig. 2d showing the multi algorithm ensemble average of the cloud15

optical depth (COD). There might also be overestimations of the cloud cover by some
algorithms due to misinterpretation of aerosols or cloud free scenes. In particular, false
cloud detection may occur in case of large uncertainties in the surface albedo, emission
and temperature.

The multi algorithm average of the CTP is shown in Fig. 2b. The area displayed is20

limited to regions where all SEVIRI retrievals detect clouds. Figure 2c shows the multi
algorithm ensemble standard deviation of the logarithm of CTP. To eliminate the influ-
ence of different cloud masks, only pixels are shown for which all algorithms provide
a retrieval. In the tropics, we observe small standard deviations for the cores of deep
convective systems, where COD is larger than 10. On the other hand, the standard25

deviation tends to increase toward the outer boundary of the deep convective systems
where their cirrus anvils become thinner. In particular over the tropical Indian Ocean
there is an extended area of optically thin clouds with a high standard deviation of
CTP. In trade wind cumulus and marine stratocumulus regions the standard deviation
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is usually smaller than 0.1. The smallest standard deviations are found in the marine
stratocumulus region west of Angola. In these regions the clouds are closest to fulfill-
ing the common retrieval assumption of horizontal homogeneity, the vertical variation
of the cloud tops is small and the optical depth is sufficiently high for a precise retrieval
of the CTP. In the extratropics we can spot some regions with large standard devia-5

tions: one band at 35◦ S in the South Atlantic and another area in the North Atlantic
near the Azores. The latter is located along the outer border of the cirrus associated
with a warm front.

In Fig. 3 we investigate the latitudinal average of the CTP for the individual algo-
rithms. The averages were calculated in two ways. The means in Fig. 3a were com-10

puted using only those pixels that have a retrieved CTP value for all ten datasets. The
observed differences can be completely attributed to characteristics of the CTP re-
trievals. In the following, we refer to this filtering as the common cloud mask. In Fig. 3b,
all available pixels provided by each of the algorithms were used in the averaging. This
is called the individual cloud masks. For the latter, CTP statistics are influenced by15

both differences in the CTP retrieval methods and cloud detection. In Fig. 3c the rela-
tive standard deviation of the multi algorithm ensemble is illustrated. The values shown
are relative to the latitudinal depended multi algorithm mean.

Looking at Fig. 3a we notice that AWG, OCA, MFR, CMS and GSF tend to yield
smaller CTPs, whereas MPF, DLR and LAR tend to produce higher CTPs compared to20

the average. The differences between individual results and multi algorithm ensemble
mean do not strongly depend on the latitude. Therefore, the tendency of the retrievals
to derive smaller or higher CTPs can rather be associated with the characteristics of
the retrieval than with the cloud structure or the viewing geometry.

If we do not restrict the datasets to the common mask, see Fig. 3b, the differences25

between the datasets become larger. We expect this, as the samples are different and
as the retrieval of cloud properties is often difficult for clouds that are hard to detect.
The multi algorithm ensemble average, shown in black, is about 100 hPa higher in the
tropics when using the individual cloud masks in comparison to the common cloud
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mask. This implies that above-average CTP values are retrieved for pixels that are not
identified as clouds by all algorithms. These are mainly thin cloud layers and broken
clouds.

In Fig. 3c we investigate the effect of the different cloud detection efficiencies on the
relative standard deviation of the multi algorithm ensemble. Using the same area of ob-5

servation, that is the common mask, the agreement of the datasets is better than 25 %
for most latitudes and better than 40 % in the tropics. The lowest standard deviations
of about 15 % are south of 40◦ S, at 20◦ S, at 30◦ N and north of 50◦ N, in agreement
with the discussion of Fig. 2. Using the individual cloud masks instead of the common
one, the standard deviations are 2 to 5 percentage points larger in the extratropics and10

about 10 to 15 percentage points larger in the tropics. This indicates that both the re-
trieval of the correct CTP as well as cloud detection are most challenging for high thin
cirrus clouds located mainly in the tropics. At the southernmost edge of the SEVIRI
disk, we also observe large standard deviations for the individual cloud masks. As the
sun is close to the horizon in this region, not all algorithms provide a retrieval and the15

retrieval itself is difficult.
In Fig. 4 we investigate the histograms of the CTP, on the left hand side for the

individual mask and on the right hand side for the common mask. All algorithms retrieve
a comparable distribution of CTP values with two peaks: a first maximum between
the surface and 700 hPa representing boundary layer clouds and a second maximum20

between 300 and 200 hPa corresponding to high cirrus and deep convective clouds.
Mid-level clouds with CTP around 500 hPa occur less frequently. The maximum of high
clouds can be more clearly identified for the individual mask. Please note the scale
of the abscissa indicating the loss of data points when reducing the datasets to the
common mask. The distributions with two observed maxima are in agreement with CTH25

measurements from MODIS. Chang and Li (2005a) found a distinct bimodal distribution
of CTP peaking at 275 and 725 hPa for high and low clouds, thus leaving a minimum
in cloud in the middle troposphere.
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In summary, the SEVIRI algorithms retrieve comparable CTP fields. The agreement
improves when restricting the datasets to the common mask. The greatest deviations
are observed for optically thin clouds. A large of these are spreading anvils of deep
convective clouds or thin cirrus layers in the tropics. All CTP frequency distributions with
respect to height show two maxima related to the boundary layer clouds and clouds5

near the tropopause.

4 Comparison with CALIOP and CPR

To quantify the accuracy of the SEVIRI CTP/CTH retrievals, the SEVIRI datasets are
validated against CALIOP and CPR retrieval products listed in Table 5. The CPR and
CALIOP datasets have horizontal resolution of 1.7 km and the 5.0 km, respectively.10

The AVAC-S validation software (Bennartz et al., 2010) is applied to reproject these
datasets on the SEVIRI grid. Thereby, it takes care of the parallax correction for the
SEVIRI viewing zenith angle. The AVAC-S software returns either the average of all
CPR/CALIOP data points within one SEVIRI pixel or the data point nearest to the
SEVIRI pixel center. In this paper SEVIRI pixel averages are used everywhere. The15

CALIOP and CPR data are matched with the SEVIRI observations when the time shift
is smallest. As SEVIRI scans one disk every 15 min, see Sect. 2.1, the maximum ob-
servation time difference is 7.5 min. In case a SEVIRI algorithm only provides CTP and
not the CTH, CTP is transformed to CTH using pressure profiles as provided in the
ECMWF-AUX product of the CloudSat data processing center. In this Section we con-20

centrate our investigation on the 13 June 2008, 12:00–15:30 UTC, as all ten SEVIRI
datasets are available without gaps for this period. During this time the A-train satellite
constellation passed the SEVIRI disk three times. The overpass numbers are 11317,
11318 and 11319.

Figure 5 illustrates how the comparison of the SEVIRI, CALIOP and CPR retrievals25

is accomplished. The upper and the middle panel show the CALIOP backscatter and
CPR, respectively. The CTHs detected by CALIOP and CPR are marked in green and
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red. In addition to the CTHs of the active instruments, the lower panel shows the CTHs
derived by the individual SEVIRI algorithms. The deviations indicate challenging con-
ditions for CTH retrievals. In Fig. 5 the CALIOP and CPR backscatter signals are used
to qualitatively identify different cloud regimes: optically thick clouds, boundary layer
clouds, multi-layer and optically thin clouds. For optically thick clouds the agreement5

between CALIOP, CPR and the SEVIRI CTHs is very good. The CALIOP CTH is slightly
higher than the CPR and SEVIRI CTHs. In the red areas either the CPR or CALIOP
sensor detect another cloud layer. Between 0 and 5◦ N all SEVIRI algorithms capture
the upper cloud layer. The deviations of the retrieval results are small on the right hand
side, where the CPR backscatter signal indicates an optically thick cloud. The devi-10

ations become larger with a decreasing CPR signal. In the orange regions CALIOP
detects an optically thin cloud layer at about 16 km. The sensitivity of CPR is not suffi-
cient to detect this layer. Also most SEVIRI algorithms can not detect this cloud layer.
The blue region marks the boundary layer clouds. The CPR does not detect these
clouds as the ground clutter is larger than the cloud signal. Even though the CALIOP15

attenuated backscatter signal, see upper panel, indicates a fairly constant cloud top,
some SEVIRI datasets deviate from the CALIOP CTH. All cloud regimes are discussed
in more details in Sect. 4.2.

4.1 Overall statistics

To focus on the characteristics of the CTH retrievals, most statistics were calculated20

for the common mask in this Section. Here, the common mask refers to pixels, where
all SEVIRI algorithms as well as CALIOP and CPR retrieve a CTP or CTH value, if not
indicated differently. Therefore, the cloud detection abilities of all instruments influence
the extent of the common mask.

In Fig. 6 we investigate the effect of the common mask filter on the histogram of25

CTH. In Fig. 6a the histograms of the original CALIOP and CPR measurements are
shown as dotted lines. It is possible to detect relative cloud occurrence maxima as
a function of height. Due to different sensitivities of the instruments these maxima are
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detected at different heights by CALIOP and CPR. For the individual mask the maximal
cloud occurrence associated with the tropical tropopause layer (TTL) is detected at
16.5 and 13.5 km by CALIOP and CPR, respectively, the extratropical tropopause at
10.75 and 10.25 km, the melting layer at 6.25 km and the boundary layer clouds at
1.25 km. The black line shows the mean of the SEVIRI algorithm histograms. For the5

individual mask the mean SEVIRI histogram shows a local maximum at 1.25 km for
the boundary layer clouds. Other features are not well defined. A diffuse maximum
at 11.75 km might be attributed to the TTL, the second at 9.5 km to the extratropical
tropopause. The maximum cloud occurrence at 6.25 km can not be identified.

Reducing the datasets to the common mask, the number of clouds in the TTL de-10

tected by CALIOP is strongly reduced, as SEVIRI and CPR are not able to capture the
majority of the optically thin cirrus clouds. The number of boundary layer clouds is also
strongly reduced. With decreasing cloud fraction within a pixel, the SEVIRI algorithms
tend to classify it as cloud free. If one algorithm does so, the pixel is not included in the
common mask. Another reason for the reduction of pixels in the common mask is the15

low sensitivity of the CPR near the ground due to ground clutter. Therefore, CPR can
not detect all boundary layer clouds and, by definition, these pixels are excluded from
the common mask.

For the common mask, it is still possible to identify the maxima for the TTL, extra-
tropical tropopause and boundary layer in the CALIOP and CPR histograms. For the20

mean SEVIRI histogram, the boundary layer cloud occurrence maximum is clearly visi-
ble, but less pronounced for the SEVIRI retrieval average than for the active instrument
results. This will be discussed in more detail in Sect. 4.2.4. The maximum at 9.5 km is
also detectable to some extent.

Figure 6b shows the histograms of the individual SEVIRI algorithms. There are some25

differences among the SEVIRI algorithms in reproducing the cloud occurrence maxima,
e.g., the cloud occurrence maxima of the boundary layer clouds of LAR, MFR and DLR
are at higher altitudes than those of the other algorithms.
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Figure 7 shows scatter plots of CTH detected by the individual SEVIRI algorithms
against CALIOP measurements. Table 6 provides the corresponding differences of the
mean values (bias), correlations, normalized standard deviations and root mean square
differences (rmsd). Observations were taken into account, when all SEVIRI algorithms
as well as the CALIOP retrieval provide CTH values. The scatter plots in Fig. 7 illustrate5

the capability of the different algorithms to capture CTH of a certain height region. In
general, the majority of the scatter points are on the lower right side of the one-to-one
line, meaning that the CTH retrieved by the SEVIRI algorithm is lower than the CALIOP
CTH. This is also evident from Table 6. On average all SEVIRI CTHs are 1.05 km
(AWG) to 2.50 km (DLR) lower than the CALIOP CTH. Clouds with a CALIOP CTH at10

about 15 km are associated to the TTL. CMS, OCA, MFR, AWG and GSF nicely capture
these clouds, but are 2 to 3 km lower than CALIOP. EUM, MPF, DLR, UKM and LAR
also have a maximum at about 12 km, but show some more cases of underestimation
for these clouds. We can see the gap of CALIOP CTHs between 10 km and 13 km in
the scatter plots, as it is also visible in the histogram of CALIOP CTH, see Fig. 6b. For15

CALIOP CTHs between 3 and 11 km all SEVIRI algorithms generally retrieve CTHs
comparable to CALIOP although some under- and and a few overestimated CTHs
are seen. The underestimation of CTHs for clouds between 3 and 15 km is mainly
caused by higher sensitivity of CALIOP to optically thin clouds compared to SEVIRI.
We discuss this issue in more detail in Sects. 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. For the boundary layer20

clouds with CALIOP CTHs between 0 and 3 km some scattering of the SEVIRI results
is observed. EUM, MFR, GSF and LAR have a tendency to retrieve higher CTHs than
CALIOP. This will be analyzed in Sect. 4.2.4.

Our results are in line with those from previous publications. Holz et al. (2008) in-
vestigated the difference between the MODIS and CALIOP CTH in a similar way. They25

found that the MODIS CTH is 2.6±3.9 km lower than the CALIOP dataset with 5 km
horizontal resolution (same resolution as we use in this paper). They noted that the
global bias between the CTH retrieval in the MODIS Collection 5 product compared
to CALIOP also depends on the CALIOP product resolution used. They found that
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CALIOP CTHs are only 1.4±2.9 km higher than MODIS Collection 5 CTHs when using
the CALIOP 1 km layer products. For the 1 km CALIOP product, less shots are hori-
zontally averaged and, therefore, the signal to noise ratio is lower than that of the 5 km
product meaning the 1 km CALIOP product is less sensitive to optically thin clouds.
Hence, with a higher spatial resolution fewer high clouds are detected by CALIOP and5

the CTH difference to datasets from passive sensors is smaller.
Figure 8 and Table 7 show the same comparison, but for CPR instead of CALIOP.

Compared to Fig. 7 the scatter plots in Fig. 8 show more points located at the one-to-
one line indicating that SEVIRI and CPR have similar sensitivities. Most of the SEVIRI
datasets have a significant number of pixels with CTH both higher and lower than the10

CPR; exceptions are OCA, AWG and GSF detecting mainly higher CTHs than the CPR.
The magnitude of the mean CTH difference is smaller than 0.823 km for all SEVIRI
datasets. The mean CTH differences to CPR are sometimes positive and sometimes
negative in contrast to the differences to CALIOP being clearly negative for all SEVIRI
algorithms.15

Figure 9 shows a Taylor diagram (Taylor, 2001) of this evaluation. The radial coor-
dinate is the standard deviation of the SEVIRI dataset normalized with the standard
deviation of the reference dataset (CALIOP or CPR). The angle is the arcus cosine of
the correlation coefficient R between the SEVIRI and the reference datasets. The refer-
ence point on the x axis marks the point of an ideal agreement (correlation coefficient20

1 and same standard deviation as the reference). The distance between the reference
point and the marker of the SEVIRI dataset is equal to the centered pattern root mean
square difference E ′

E ′ =

(
1
N

N∑
n=1

[(sn − s)− (cn −c)]2
)1/2

, (9)

where sn is the SEVIRI data, cn is the comparison data and N is to total number of25

common data points.
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The Taylor plot shows that the correlation coefficients for the comparisons against
CALIOP and CPR are in the same range of roughly 0.77 to 0.90. The standard devi-
ations of the SEVIRI datasets are more comparable to the CPR than to CALIOP as
the latter is more sensitive to optically thin clouds. Using the centered pattern rmsd
E ′ as quality measurement, we see that the ranking of the algorithms depends on the5

reference dataset, e.g., the DLR algorithm has the lowest centered pattern rmsd E ′ in
comparison to the CPR, but a large E ′ in comparison to CALIOP.

4.2 Retrieval performance for different cloud regimes

In this section we investigate the uncertainties of CTH retrievals for different cloud
regimes: thick, thin and multi-layer clouds. We analyze how often these cloud regimes10

occur and how they contribute to the deviations between the SEVIRI algorithms and the
active sensors. In Sects. 4.2.1 to 4.2.3 there are separate discussions for each of these
cloud regimes. In the last Sect. 4.2.4 we focus on clouds in the boundary layer, where
possible ambiguities caused by the temperature profile make the conversion from CTT
to CTH difficult.15

First, we introduce the three cloud categories. We separate cloud cases into single
layer and multi-layer clouds using the CALIOP product Number of Layers Found. The
single layer category is further subdivided into optically thin and thick clouds. Clouds
with a CALIOP column cloud optical depth at 532 nm τcal < 3 are defined as thin and
clouds with τcal ≥ 3 as thick. Table 8 lists our cloud categories1.20

Figure 10 shows the histograms of the three cloud categories for 13 June 2008
12:00–15:30 UTC. Figure 10a shows the histograms of the unfiltered datasets. The
same layers with increased cloud occurrence are observed as in Fig. 6, but in this
figure information about the cloud categories is additionally provided. In the TTL at
15 to 16 km, thin and multi layer clouds are detected by CALIOP. The CPR captures25

1We chose a threshold of 3 to be comparable to the ISCCP cloud classification (Rossow
et al., 1985; Rossow and Schiffer, 1999).
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mainly multi-layer clouds and some of the thin cloud at about 13 km. At the extratropical
tropopause at 11 km both sensors detect multi-layer clouds, at 6.5 km thin clouds and
multi-layer are detected, and in the boundary layer mainly thin and some thick clouds
are observed. The high occurrence of thin clouds detected by CALIOP in the boundary
layer may be explained by the averaging when projecting CALIOP data on the SEVIRI5

grid. The high occurrence of optically thin clouds in the boundary layers detected by
SEVIRI can partly be caused by interpretation of broken clouds as thin clouds.

Reducing the datasets to the common mask, multi-layer clouds are better preserved
than optically thin clouds, as the underlying cloud layer facilitates cloud detection by
SEVIRI. The cloud occurrence maxima of CALIOP and CPR are also somewhat rec-10

ognizable in the filtered datasets. The mean SEVIRI histogram shows maxima of thin
and thick cloud occurrences in the boundary layer, but these are less sharp than the
corresponding maxima of CALIOP and CPR at 1.25 km. As primarily thin and thick sin-
gle layer clouds are dominant in this region, we conclude that the different shapes of
the peak are not due to other cloud layers above the boundary layer clouds, but due15

to other reasons like for instance retrieval ambiguities due to temperature inversions.
The mean SEVIRI multi-layer CTHs are more or less evenly distributed between 2 and
13 km.

Tables 9 and 10 provide the same statistics as Tables 6 and 7, but separated into
thick, thin and multi-layer clouds. For thick single layer clouds the correlation coeffi-20

cients are usually greater than 0.95 in comparison to both active instruments. The
mean differences to CALIOP and CPR are only a few hundred of meters for most algo-
rithms, but LAR overestimates the CTH compared to both reference datasets by more
than 600 m. The root mean square deviations are generally about 1 km.

For optically thin clouds the CTH differences tend to become negative. In particular25

MPF and DLR retrieve CTHs that are about 1 km lower than CALIOP and about 600 m
lower than CPR. Most of the correlation coefficients are above 0.92. The root mean
square deviations are between 1.5 and 2.5 km.
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The lowest correlations and largest biases are observed for multi-layer clouds. The
correlation coefficients are between 0.59 and 0.83 in comparison to CALIOP and be-
tween 0.64 and 0.79 in comparison to CPR. The mean SEVIRI CTHs are 2.1 km to
4.4 km lower than the mean CALIOP CTH. The biases in comparison to CPR are
smaller. We find that MPF and DLR detect average CTHs more than 1 km lower than5

CPR, whereas the CTH of AWG is 982 m higher than CPR.
These results are summarized in the Taylor diagrams for the different cloud cate-

gories, see Fig. 11. For optically thick clouds the performance of the SEVIRI retrievals
compared to CPR and CALIOP looks very similar to each other. The same is true for
optically thin clouds, but for multi-layered clouds, the locations of the algorithms in the10

Taylor plot are different comparing the CALIOP and CPR diagrams.
Figure 12 shows the mean difference and root mean square difference (rmsd) of

the CTH between the SEVIRI algorithms and the active sensors as a function of the
CALIOP COD τcal. Taking all clouds into account, see upper row of Fig. 12, the SEVIRI
algorithms retrieve CTHs that are about 1 km lower than the CALIOP CTH for τcal > 2.15

For smaller τcal the SEVIRI CTHs are about 2 to 4 km lower than CALIOP, and there is
some diversity. For τcal > 2 the average rmsd is about 3 km and increases to 5 km for
smaller τcal.

The second row shows the same statistics, but for single layer clouds only. For τcal >
2 the bias between the SEVIRI and CALIOP algorithms vanishes and the rmsd is about20

1 km. For smaller τcal the bias and rmsd increase to up to 2 km and 3 km, respectively.
The third row shows the results for multi-layer clouds. The bias and rmsd do not

strongly depend on τcal (that reflects the COD of all cloud layers up to the COD where
the lidar signal is saturated). The bias is about 3 to 4 km and the rmsd is about 4 to
5 km with respect to CALIOP.25

We note that the bias is larger for the multi-layer clouds than for the thin single
layer clouds. One reason for this is the assumption of a single layer cloud made by
all SEVIRI retrieval algorithms except OCA and AWG. In theory, radiance ratioing can
account for the semi-transparency of optically thin cloud layers and, therefore, can
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retrieve a correct CTH with its associated uncertainty (in practice this is not always the
case). With a second layer underneath and the assumption of a single layer cloud,
even in theory, the correct CTH can not be retrieved. The best possible solution for this
case is a CTH lying somewhere between the two cloud layers. Hence, there is a direct
reason for a low bias in the CTH retrieved for the upper layer. A second reason is the5

reduction of cloud cases by the common mask. For the single layer category many thin
cirrus clouds are not captured by at least one SEVIRI algorithm and, therefore, are not
included in the common mask dataset. Looking at Fig. 10a we observe that especially
the thin clouds at about 15 km are often excluded by this procedure. On the other hand,
for multi-layer clouds the lower cloud layer increases the chance of flagging a multi layer10

cloud pixel as cloudy, even though the uppermost cloud layer might be optically very
thin. Therefore, a large fraction of these satellite pixels are still included in the common
mask dataset.

The second and fourth columns show the same comparison, but for CPR data. Con-
sidering all clouds, the mean SEVIRI CTH is close to the CPR CTH. The rmsd is about15

2 km for τcal > 1.5 and increases up to 4 km for smaller τcal. For single layer clouds the
biases are still small, only MPF shows a tendency to underestimate the CTH for opti-
cally thin clouds. The rmsd of single layer clouds is about 50 % of the rmsd of all clouds.
The CTH bias with respect to CPR of multi-layer clouds shows no clear dependency
on τcal. For multi-layer clouds the mean bias is around 0 km and the rmsd is between 220

and 4 km, but there are individual characteristics of the SEVIRI algorithms.

4.2.1 Discussion for optically thick clouds

To explain the CTH differences between SEVIRI and the reference data it is important
to take the different sensitivities of the satellite sensors into account. CALIOP being
the most sensitive instrument, see Sect. 2.1, is able to detect the CTH close to the25

physical one. CPR, on the contrary, is less sensitive to clouds with small optical depths.
Therefore, it is expected that the CPR CTH is usually below the CALIOP counterpart.
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In contrast to the active instruments, the SEVIRI CTH is derived from the ob-
served brightness temperatures. Assuming no scattering and no absorption above the
cloud the radiance at the top of atmosphere Iν can be derived by integration of the
Schwarzschild equation (Sherwood et al., 2004)

Iν =

∞∫
0

Bν(τ)e−τdτ. (10)5

Assuming that the Planck radiation Bν(T ) is linear with the COD τ you can infer from
this equation that Iν = Bν(τ = 1) which means that the CTT (and in subsequently the
CTH) derived from the measured radiance Iν is representative of a level at an optical
depth of 1 below the actual CTH. (Even though it is possible to detect clouds with an
optical depth smaller than 1 with passive imagers. The detection limits are estimated10

to be about 0.1 to 0.3 depending on the algorithm.) Taking scattering into account,
Sherwood et al. (2004) states that for optically thick clouds the 10.8 µm signal seen by
passive imagers corresponds to the temperature of the cloud at a level that is at an
optical depth of 1 to 3. The actual depth depends on the ice or liquid water content and
effective particle size in the upper layers of the cloud (Minnis et al., 2008a). Because15

water contents are typically much smaller for ice clouds as compared to liquid clouds,
the difference between the effective and physical top heights of the clouds is expected
to be much smaller for liquid than for ice clouds.

Most SEVIRI algorithms treat optically thick clouds as opaque bodies or, in other
words, as if they were geometrically infinitely thin. But as the measured radiance is20

emitted from within the upper parts of the cloud, the retrieved CTH detected by SEVIRI
is a radiatively effective altitude.

Following this discussion we conclude that the radiatively effective CTH is expected
to be lower than the CTH detected by CALIOP. This was also recognized in previous
comparison studies. Minnis et al. (2008b) found that the CTH detected by CERES-25

MODIS is 1.58km±1.26km lower than CALIOP measurements for thick ice clouds.
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Menzel et al. (2008) established that the CTH of MODIS collection 5 agrees with lidar
measurements within 50 hPa or 1 km for high, optically thin cirrus and midlevel water
clouds (both single layer). Sherwood et al. (2004) observed that the CTH of deep con-
vective clouds derived from GOES-8 observations is 1 km to 2 km below measurements
of the airborne Cloud Physics Lidar (CPL) during the CRYSTAL-FACE campaign.5

Looking at the statistics for thick clouds in Table 9 we see that the mean SEVIRI
CTH lower than those of CALIOP for OCA, MPF and DLR. But for the other algorithms
their mean CTH is higher than CALIOP, especially LAR overestimates the CTH for thick
clouds mainly as a result of overestimating low cloud heights, see Tables 11 and 12.

All SEVIRI retrievals aim for a small total CTH bias. So it is possible that an algorithm10

overestimates the CTH for thick clouds so that the negative bias for optically thin and
multi-layer clouds is partly compensated. There are also other possible reasons for
the observed differences between the CTH retrievals of passive and active sensors,
such as different viewing geometries and different fields of view as well as the effect of
the cloud top structure (Dong et al., 2008). These uncertainties may create under- as15

well as overestimation, hence, they partly compensate each other in their effect on the
mean bias, whereas the differences between the effective and physical CTH does not.

4.2.2 Discussion for optically thin clouds

The retrieval of the CTH becomes more complicated if the cloud layer is semi-
transparent. The thermal emission from the surface and the atmosphere below the20

cloud contribute to the observed thermal radiance, see Eq. (1). Therefore, the cloud’s
emissivity, the emission of the surface and atmosphere below the cloud influence the
radiative transfer. For the simultaneous retrieval of CTH and the cloud’s emissivity, it is
necessary to use at least two thermal channels. It is expected that the uncertainty of the
retrieved CTH increases with decreasing emissivity of the cloud, as the difference be-25

tween clear and cloudy sky radiance Iν− Iclr
ν used for the CTH retrieval becomes small,

see Eq. (8). Uncertainties arise not only from the assumptions made for the water va-
por profile as well as the surface temperature and emissivity, but also from instrument
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noise, spectral response function errors and radiative model approximations (Menzel
et al., 2008).

Smith and Platt (1978) noted that the CTH derived by CO2 slicing is located at the
height corresponding to half of the optical thickness for optically thin clouds. During
the validation of the SEVIRI retrievals we noticed cases of optically thin clouds, where5

retrieved SEVIRI CTHs lie far below the cloud’s mid level height and sometimes even
below the cloud base. This has been also observed by other scientists. It was found that
CTH differences between passive instruments and lidar retrievals may be as large as
3 km for thin cirrus clouds, in particular for geometrically thick but tenuous clouds (Holz
et al., 2006, 2008; Chang et al., 2010). This issue seems to affect many algorithms and10

needs to be researched in more detail.

4.2.3 Discussion for multi-layer clouds

The problem of multi-layer clouds is similar to that of optically thin clouds, but addi-
tionally the properties of the lower cloud layer are unknown. Assuming a single layer
in multi-layer cloud situations results in a retrieved CTH that is representative of a ra-15

diative mean between the two cloud layers (Baum and Wielicki, 1994). Looking at the
multi-layer segment between 1◦ S and 5◦ N in Fig. 5, the CPR retrieves a CTH about
2 km below the CALIOP measurement. Most of the SEVIRI results are similar or slightly
below the CPR measurement. The spread of the SEVIRI results increases toward the
South, as the optical depth becomes smaller in this direction. These results are con-20

sistent with findings from Baum and Wielicki (1994), who investigated the CTH error
caused by multi-layer systems using HIRS measurements. They found that the CTP is
overestimated (CTH is underestimated) in all cases and that errors tend to increase for
decreasing effective amount of the upper cloud layer.

There is one retrieval in our study that retrieves the properties of a possible second25

cloud layer. The OCA algorithm (Watts et al., 2011) rejects the single layer solution
in case that the residual cost function of the optimal estimation retrieval is too large
and starts another optimal estimation retrieval, where the cloud top temperature of
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the lower cloud layer is a retrieved variable, too. In Fig. 5 the CTH of the second cloud
layer, labeled as OCA2, follows nicely the CPR backscatter signal. Due to the improved
modelling of the thermal emission below the uppermost cloud layer, the OCA algorithm
also provides good results for the upper cloud layer. Looking at Figs. 9 and 11, we
find that the OCA retrieval is in good agreement with CALIOP and CPR, but some5

other algorithms using single layer assumptions are comparable. The AWG algorithm
algorithm takes care of multi-layer situations, too, but in a simpler way. If the AWG
cloud typing detects multi-layered clouds, an opaque lower cloud is inserted at a height
determined from surrounding unobscured low cloud retrievals.

In recent publications several approaches have been suggested to detect multi-layer10

cloud situations (Pavolonis and Heidinger, 2004; Chang and Li, 2005b; Minnis et al.,
2007; Chang et al., 2010; Joiner et al., 2010; Wind et al., 2010; Watts et al., 2011, and
references therein). Some of these methods are not directly applicable to SEVIRI ob-
servations as not all used channels are available. But, nevertheless, they are inspiring
examples for the further development of SEVIRI retrievals.15

4.2.4 Low clouds

In this section clouds in the boundary layer clouds are discussed including the marine
stratocumulus and trade wind cumulus clouds. As we discussed in Sect. 4.2.1, the
radiatively effective CTH is below the physical one. Dong et al. (2008) estimates that
the effective CTH is located about 100 m to 500 m below the cloud top for typical liquid20

water contents of a boundary layer cloud. Looking at Tables 11 and 12, the CTHs of
the OCA and DLR algorithms are slightly lower than CALIOP. The overestimation of
MFR, GSF and LAR can not be explained by the difference of effective and physical
CTH. Therefore, we discuss this atmospheric layer separately, as the causes of the
deviations between the SEVIRI datasets and the active instruments are not due to the25

difference between the radiatively effective and the actual CTHs, but due to possible
retrieval ambiguities caused by the temperature profile.
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Tables 11 and 12 provide the statistics for clouds below 3.25 km. As we define bound-
ary layer clouds using the CALIOP CTH (and do not restrict the SEVIRI algorithms to
the height range) it is expected that the correlation coefficients are smaller than in
the overall statistics in Tables 6 and 7. Another consequence is that the standard de-
viations of the SEVIRI datasets are larger in proportion to the CALIOP dataset, as5

CALIOP CTHs are clearly limited to the boundary layer, whereas the SEVIRI datasets
are not. Most of the SEVIRI algorithms derive a mean CTH larger than the CALIOP
and CPR measurements, especially GSF, LAR and MFR. The correlation coefficients
are between 0.255 (DLR) and 0.605 (OCA) for CALIOP and between 0.288 (DLR) and
0.638 (MPF) for CPR. Most rmsds are somewhat larger than 1 km, whereas the ones10

of MPF, OCA and DLR are smaller than 1 km for both CALIOP and CPR.
In Fig. 13 we take a closer look at the homogeneous maritime boundary layer cloud

to investigate this overestimation. The track is the southernmost part of the boundary
layer area marked in blue in Fig. 5 ranging from 25.95◦ S to 25.20◦ S. The CALIOP and
CPR measurements indicate that the cloud top is very flat. The average CTHs detected15

by CALIOP and CPR are 1.3 km and 1.4 km respectively.
For this particular case, most of the SEVIRI algorithms derive a CTT of about 281 K,

but the retrieved CTHs differ by as much as 1.8 km. For the conversion of the observed
brightness temperature to a CTH, assumptions about the temperature profile have to
be made.20

In the following, we discuss the difficulties that may occur in general terms. First,
the conversion from temperature to height may be ambiguous in case of temperature
inversions (e.g., Holz et al., 2008, Fig. 11). A commonly used pragmatic approach
is to choose the first height as CTH, where the observed CTT matches with the at-
mospheric temperature, going through the temperature profile from the surface up-25

wards (bottom-up approach). This method might lead to large underestimation of the
CTH. Vice versa the top-down approach might lead to a large overestimation. Second,
even small differences of the assumed temperature profiles may lead to a substantial
displacement of the retrieved CTH, in particular, when a local temperature minimum
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below a temperature inversion is missed. Possible reasons for uncertainties in the tem-
perature profile are the vertical resolution of the NWP model the profile is taken from,
smoothing by the horizontal interpolation from the model grid to the place of obser-
vation and/or a temporal mismatch between simulated temperature profile and obser-
vation (Menzel et al., 2008). Additionally, the assimilation and forecast process of the5

NWP model have some uncertainties, in particular in the boundary layer.
Instead of using data from NWP models, the temperature profile in the lower atmo-

sphere can also be extrapolated from the surface temperature assuming a constant
lapse rate (Minnis and Harrison, 1984; Minnis et al., 1992). Many strategies for calcu-
lation of the lapse rate have been suggested: Holz et al. (2008) found an overestimation10

of about 1 km for marine low-level stratus clouds for MODIS collection 5 when matching
the observed radiance to temperature and water vapor profiles from the Global Data
Assimilation System (GDAS). They noted that the overestimation is reduced remark-
ably when using a constant lapse rate normalized to the GDAS ocean surface temper-
ature. Dong et al. (2008) compared CERES-MODIS with lidar measurements from the15

ARM site. They selected cloud situations such that only fully covered, single layer stra-
tus clouds were examined and found that the effective CTH was 0.534 km lower than
the cloud tops retrieved from lidar-radar measurements when using a constant lapse
rate. In contrast when using temperature profiles from the Goddard Earth Observing
System (GEOS) model or soundings from the ARM site, the bias of the CTH retrieval re-20

versed its sign and MODIS overestimated the physical CTH by 0.669 km and 0.396 km,
respectively. Wu et al. (2008) suggested to calculate a local climatological lapse rate by
using collocated measurements of AMSR-E, CALIOP and MODIS. The first approach
was used to derive a zonally dependent lapse rate. This approach is used in the MODIS
Collection 5 dataset (Menzel et al., 2008), and the improvement of MODIS Collection25

6 are described by Baum et al. (2012). Sun-Mack et al. (2013) demonstrated that the
zonally dependent lapse rates used for the LAR and GSF algorithms, on average, re-
sult in a CTH overestimates over the marine stratus areas. Regionally and seasonally
dependent lapse rates remove the longitudinal biases introduced by the zonal mean
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lapse rates and significantly reduce the CTH uncertainties for low clouds. Spatially re-
solved lapse rate climatologies are being used in the CERES Edition 4 analyses of
MODIS data and will be used in future LAR analyses.

In Fig. 13 the boundary layer clouds are located at 1.3 km according to CALIOP.
This corresponds to the top of the boundary layer and is the central height of the tem-5

perature inversion. The temperature profile in Fig. 13 fails to reproduce the observed
temperature minimum of 281 K by almost 2 K. A possible explanation that the observed
temperature of 281 K is not reached at this height cloud be an underestimation of the
boundary layer thickness by about 500 m assuming the same lapse rate as in the lower
boundary layer. But also a general temperature bias in the lower part of the atmosphere10

is imaginable.
Using uncertain temperature profiles may lead to distinct misplacements of the CTH.

The EUM algorithm uses a bottom-up approach to derive the CTH. According to the
assumed ECMWF temperature profile, EUM misses the correct cloud location at the
temperature inversion. The observed CTT of 281 K translates into a CTH of 2.9 km as15

it is retrieved by EUM algorithm, see Fig. 13. Compared to CALIOP, EUM overesti-
mates the CTH by about 1.6 km for this particular segment. The approach of the MPF
algorithm is similar to EUM, but MPF uses an inversion correction (Lutz et al., 2011).
When an inversion is detected, CTP and CTT are readjusted to the properties of the
inversion. Therefore, the reported CTT of 284 K is also different to the other SEVIRI20

retrievals.
CMS corrects the CTH when an inversion is detected, too. If the temperature profile

contains an inversion and the observed CTT is close enough to the temperature mini-
mum of this inversion (5 K in case of an non subsident and 10 K in case of an subsident
thermal inversion), the CTH is adjusted to the height of the inversion. A thermal inver-25

sion is called subsident if the relative humidity between 850 and 600 hPa is lower than
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30 %. The exact location of the replaced CTH depends on the inversion properties. In
contrast to MPF, the CMS algorithm does not modify the CTT accordingly2.

GSF has another approach. In general the CTH is determined by an optimal esti-
mation algorithm. For low clouds (CTP > 600 hPa), this result is replaced. Over land,
the 10.8 µm brightness temperature is matched to a NWP temperature profile. But over5

the ocean, as in this case, the 10.8 µm brightness temperature is matched with the
temperature profile constructed with a constant lapse rate. For this particular case at
25◦ S and in August 2013, GSF assumes a temperature gradient of 5.4 Kkm−1. The
constructed temperature profile is illustrated in Fig. 13.

In summary, the choice for one specific method to convert CTT to CTH in the bound-10

ary layer depends on the accuracy of the NWP temperature profile and details of the
construction of temperature lapse rate. Different approaches must be individually cal-
ibrated to provide optimal results for CTH retrievals. Therefore, this issue will remain
subject of future investigations.

Apart from the temperature profile, some other issues complicate the retrieval of the15

CTH for low clouds. The observed brightness temperature is influenced by the water
vapor profile. For both water vapor and temperature, the simulation uncertainties of
NWP models are generally greatest near the surface. Furthermore, boundary layer
clouds might be broken. Hence, the measured signal is also influenced by the cloud
fraction and the surface. Another challenge is that in cases of strong inversions, the20

droplets in the cloud top may actually be colder than the ambient air, perhaps as a result
of evaporation and radiative cooling (Painemal et al., 2013). This would preclude the
NWP or radiosonde profile from reproducing the CTT at the correct altitude. Moreover,
the difference between the surface and cloud top temperatures is small and, therefore,
also the difference between clear and cloudy sky thermal radiances. In cold regions25

(otherwise negligible) the signal-to-noise ratio of the satellite instrument becomes small

2The current version of the MFR algorithm uses the same CTH correction for temperature
inversions. But the MFR dataset used in this study was submitted 2006 and the MFR algorithm
did not yet have this feature at that time.
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and hamper the CTH retrieval. Finally, undetected aerosols and thin cirrus clouds above
the boundary layer clouds may influence this small clear-cloudy radiance difference. In
these cases the observed brightness temperature decreases and, hence, the derived
CTH is distorted upwards.

5 Conclusions5

Clouds modify the climate by their influence on the solar and thermal radiative transfer,
in particular the cloud top pressure and height are essential for estimating the thermal
radiative effect of clouds. Monitoring cloud properties is crucial for our understanding
the role of clouds in the earth’s weather and climate system. Satellite observations
are an integral part of the observational system. In this paper ten SEVIRI cloud top10

height datasets from different research institutes in Europe and the USA are compared
and validated. For this purpose, a retrieval database of five golden days was installed
within the framework of the Cloud Retrieval Evaluation Workshop (CREW). It is the first
time since the pre-ISCCP algorithm intercomparisons (Rossow et al., 1985) that such
a large number of Level 2 algorithms is evaluated with exactly the same methodology.15

In the first part of the paper, we describe the retrieval methods and compare the
SEVIRI CTH retrievals with each other. All retrievals capture the latitudinal distribution
of the CTP similarly. The retrievals deviate from each other by less than 20 % in the ex-
tratropics and by less than 40 % in the tropics. We observe that the largest differences
of the retrieved cloud top pressure values occur for broken clouds, thin cirrus layers20

and multi-layer clouds, in particular, in the vicinity of tropical deep convection. The
best agreement between the SEVIRI algorithm is diagnosed for marine stratoculumlus
that are closest to fulfilling the common retrieval assumption of horizontal homogene-
ity. Also, the algorithms agree well for the centers of deep convective systems where
clouds are optically thick. Most algorithms retrieve a distribution of cloud top heights25

with two maxima: the first maximum is located between 700 and 900 hPa (between 1
and 3 km) representing boundary layer clouds and a second maximum between 200
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and 300 hPa (between 9 and 12 km) corresponding to high cirrus and deep convective
clouds.

In the second part of the paper, we compare the SEVIRI retrievals with observations
from CALIOP and CPR along the path of the A-train satellite constellation. The cloud
datasets are reduced to cases, where all datasets provide a retrieved CTP, the so called5

common mask, to exclude the effect of cloud detection and focus on the differences
among the CTH retrievals. In particular, many CALIOP observations of optically thin
clouds are excluded in this way from the analysis. As CPR suffers from ground clutter
and deviation of the SEVIRI cloud detection for broken cloud fields, some boundary
layer clouds are also excluded.10

For the unfiltered CALIOP and CPR datasets, the histograms show relative max-
ima in cloud occurrence at the heights of the tropical tropopause layer, the extratrop-
ical tropopause, the melting layer (6.5 km) and the boundary layer. After reducing the
datasets to the common mask, these maxima are less pronounced. For most SEVIRI
retrievals, only the maxima at the boundary layer and the tropopause can be identi-15

fied. The correlations of the SEVIRI datasets with CALIOP and CPR measurements
are between 0.77 and 0.90. The mean SEVIRI CTHs are 1.1 to 2.5 km lower than
the CALIOP measurement, as CALIOP is more sensitive to optically thin clouds. The
differences among the SEVIRI CTHs to CPR range from −0.8 to 0.6 km.

Following this, we do the same validation, but separate the cloud structures into20

three regimes: optically thin and thick single layer clouds and multi layer clouds. For
optically thick single layer clouds the correlation coefficients between the SEVIRI and
the reference datasets are generally above 0.95 and the biases are on the order of
a few hundred meters.

The uncertainty for optically thin clouds is greater than for optically thick clouds. The25

correlation coefficients between the SEVIRI and the reference datasets are larger than
0.92. The mean SEVIRI CTHs are 0.2 to 1.1 km lower than CALIOP measurements.
In comparison to CPR, the mean CTHs are similar for most algorithms, but two groups
underestimate the CTH by more than 600 m.
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The retrieval is very challenging for multi-layer clouds. The SEVIRI algorithms yield
mean CTHs that are 2.1 to 4.4 km lower than the CALIOP CTHs and the correlation
coefficients are between 0.59 and 0.83. In comparison to CPR, most SEVIRI algo-
rithms retrieve similar mean CTHs, but for three algorithms the mean CTH is about
1 km lower than and for one algorithm about 1 km higher than the CPR measurement.5

The correlation coefficients are between 0.64 and 0.78.
Additionally, a detailed analysis of the dependencies of the bias and route mean

square difference (rmsd) of the SEVIRI algorithms on the CALIOP cloud optical depth
τcal for single and multi layer clouds is examined. The bias and rmsd are greater for
small τcal. For single layer clouds bias and rmsd are roughly half as large as for all10

cloud cases.
A promising way to improve CTH retrievals for multi-layer situations is to extend the

cloud retrieval methods commonly assuming a single layer cloud situation so that they
are able to derive cloud properties for a second underlying cloud layer, as done by
Watts et al. (2011). The use of more SEVIRI satellite channels, especially the water15

vapor channels 6.2 and 7.3 µm, is probably required for this approach.
Finally, we investigate the performance of the SEVIRI retrievals for low clouds. We

perform a small case study for a horizontally homogeneous marine stratocumulus re-
gion. Most of the algorithms slightly overestimate the CTH compared to CALIOP. The
CTH deviations are primarily cause by uncertainties in and limited vertical resolution20

of the assumed temperature profile. In the case of temperature inversions, the CTH
retrieval solution may be ambiguous. The correct solution can even be missed, if the
temperature profile does not represent the temperature inversion accurately enough.
Therefore, some groups use alternative approaches trying to avoid these issues. If an
inversion is detected, the MPF algorithm changes the CTH to the height of the inver-25

sion. The algorithm also adjust the CTT accordingly, hence, the CTT is different to the
other algorithms. The CMS algorithm uses the height of the temperature inversion as
CTH as well, if the CTT is slightly lower than the minimum temperature at the inversion.
But CMS does not adjust the CTT according to the temperature profile. The GSF and
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LAR algorithms use fixed or climatological lapse rates for marine stratocumulus regions
instead of the data from NWP models for clouds below 600 hPa over the ocean. In this
way, no ambiguities occur. Even though the problems of retrieving the CTH of boundary
layer clouds are known, this issue will remain subject of future research.

This is the first paper presenting a validation using the CREW database. As many5

more cloud parameters are included in this database, a wide range of future studies
is possible. A comparison of cloud detection abilities would be very useful to work to-
wards a common definition of a cloud mask, especially for broken and optically thin
clouds. A comparison of the cloud phase, cloud optical depth and cloud effective ra-
dius would help to understand retrieval uncertainties and facilitate the use of retrieval10

datasets for the validation of weather and climate models. The CREW project plans to
extend the validation to other satellite sensors, other domains and time periods. The
CREW database already contains AVHRR, MODIS and POLDER, while some groups
intend to analyze common datasets from VIIRS. The DARDAR dataset (Delanoë and
Hogan, 2008, 2010) would be another great dataset for the validation of passive im-15

ager retrievals. Finally, multi retrieval algorithms validation of NWP model data are
imaginable, where the comparability of the model data could be achieved, e.g., by sim-
ulating synthetic satellite observation using the CFMIP Observation Simulator Package
(COSP, Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2011).

Our project website www.icare.univ-lille1.fr/crew provides further information about20

intentions and goals of the CREW project, the CREW database and participating insti-
tutes as well as the inter-comparison and validation methods. It also gives an overview
over the first three CREW meetings, including the workshop program and the par-
ticipant lists, provides contact information of the scientific board of CREW and gives
access to reports and documents. All institutions with an advanced retrieval for cloud25

physical properties are invited to join the CREW validation activities.
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Table 1. Cloud properties in the CREW database.

Acronym Cloud parameter

CMK Cloud Mask
CPH Cloud Phase
CTT Cloud Top Temperature
CTP Cloud Top Pressure
CTH Cloud Top Height
COD Cloud Optical Depth
REF Effective Radius
LWP Liquid Water Path
IWP Ice Water Path
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Table 2. Days and core hours of the CREW database.

Date Core hours A-train orbit numbers

13 Jun 2008 12:00–15:30 11317, 11318, 11319
17 Jun 2008 22:15–24:00 11381, 11382
18 Jun 2008 00:00–01:45 11383
22 Jun 2008 10:30–12:15 11447, 11448
3 Jul 2008 10:00–12:00 11607, 11608, 11609
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Table 3. Participating institutions.

Acronym Institute Contact person

AWG NOAA – CIMSS A. Heidinger, A. Walther
CMS CM SAF A. Kniffka, M. Lockhoff
DLR DLR L. Bugliaro
EUM EUMETSAT H.-J. Lutz
GSF NASA Goddard S. Platnick, G. Wind
LAR NASA Langley P. Minnis, R. Palikonda
MFR Météo-France H. Le Gléau, M. Derrien
MPF EUMETSAT S. Joro
OCA EUMETSAT P. Watts
UKM UK Met Office P. Francis
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Table 4. SEVIRI cloud top height retrieval methods.

Acro. Method Channels [µm] Aux. Data Citations

AWG optimal estimation 10.8, 12.0, 13.4 NCEP Menzel et al. (2008); Heidinger and Pavolonis (2009);
Heidinger et al. (2010); Baum et al. (2012)

CMS (1) radiance fitting 10.8 ERA interim Derrien and Le Gléau (2005, 2010, 2013);
(2) intersection method 6.2, 7.3, 10.8, 13.4 Schmetz et al. (1993), Appendix C;
(3) radiance ratioing 6.2, 7.3, 10.8, 13.4 Menzel et al. (1983)

DLR (1) radiance fitting 10.8 ECMWF Meerkötter and Bugliaro (2009); Bugliaro et al. (2011);
(2) radiance ratioing 10.8, 13.4 Ewald et al. (2013)

EUM (1) radiance fitting 10.8 ECMWF Lutz et al. (2011)
(2) radiance ratioing 6.2, 7.3, 10.8, 12.0, 13.4

GSF (1) optimal estimation 3.9, 8.7, 10.8, 12.0, 13.4 ECMWF Platnick et al. (2003); King et al. (2006);
(2) radiance fitting 10.8 Seemann et al. (2008); Heidinger and Pavolonis (2009);

Wind et al. (2010)

LAR (1) optimal estimation 0.6, 3.9, 10.8, 12.0 NOAA GFS Minnis et al. (2008b, 2010, 2011); Chang et al. (2010)
(2) radiance ratioing 10.8, 13.4

MFR (1) radiance fitting 10.8 ECMWF Derrien and Le Gléau (2005, 2010, 2013);
(2) intersection method 6.2, 7.3, 10.8, 13.4 Schmetz et al. (1993), Appendix C;
(3) radiance ratioing 6.2, 7.3, 10.8, 13.4 Menzel et al. (1983)

MPF (1) radiance fitting 10.8 ECMWF Lutz et al. (2011)
(2) radiance ratioing 6.2, 7.3, 10.8, 12.0, 13.4

OCA optimal estimation all, but 3.9, 9.6 ECMWF Watts et al. (2011)

UKM (1) radiance ratioing 10.8, 12.0, 13.4 MetOffice Eyre and Menzel (1989); Moseley (2003);
(2) radiance fitting 10.8 Saunders et al. (2006); Francis et al. (2008)
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Table 5. List of CPR and CALIOP products used for the validation of the SEVIRI algorithms.

Sensor Product Version

CPR 2B-GEOPROF 1.1
CPR 2B-CLDCLASS 5.3
CPR 2B-TAU_GRANULE 5.0
CALIOP CAL_LID_L1 3.01
CALIOP CAL_LID_L2_CLay 3.01
CALIOP CAL_LID_L2_VFM 3.01
model ECMWF-AUX 5.2
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Table 6. Comparison with CALIOP for 13 June 2008 12:00–15:30 UTC. The Table shows differ-
ence CALIOP minus SEVIRI of the mean CTH (bias), correlation between SEVIRI and CALIOP
dataset (corr), standard deviation of the single datasets divided by that of CALIOP (normal-
ized standard deviation, nstd) and the root mean square deviation of the SEVIRI datasets
and CALIOP (rmsd). Pixels were taken into account, when all SEVIRI algorithms as well as
the CALIOP retrieval provide CTH values. Bias and rmsd are given in meter. CALIOP derives
a mean CTH of 7852 m with a standard deviation of 5374 m.

CALIOP, all clouds (2756 pixels)

group bias corr nstd rmsd

CMS −1668 0.850 0.808 3296
EUM −1683 0.833 0.772 3432
OCA −1496 0.888 0.833 2900
MPF −2468 0.781 0.747 4168
DLR −2502 0.816 0.739 4011
MFR −1483 0.863 0.788 3118
AWG −1049 0.896 0.856 2615
UKM −1463 0.864 0.828 3079
GSF −1310 0.900 0.773 2767
LAR −1743 0.766 0.743 3869
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Table 7. Same as Table 6, but for CPR. The mean of CPR observation is 6309 m and the
standard deviation is 4306 m.

CPR, all clouds (2501 pixels)

group bias corr nstd rmsd

CMS −42 0.822 0.986 2552
EUM 10 0.858 0.949 2243
OCA 170 0.829 1.020 2553
MPF −734 0.868 0.926 2272
DLR −823 0.886 0.921 2165
MFR 74 0.821 0.967 2537
AWG 608 0.842 1.036 2541
UKM 180 0.851 1.015 2377
GSF 268 0.847 0.937 2333
LAR −19 0.855 0.920 2248
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Table 8. Definition of three cloud categories investigated in Sect. 4.2. Single and multi-layer
clouds are separated by the CALIOP product Number of Layers Found (NLF). Single layer
clouds are further subdivided into optically thin and thick clouds using the CALIOP column
cloud optical depth at 532 nm τcal.

Cloud category Criteria

Single layer thin cloud NLF = 1 and τcal < 3
Single layer thick cloud NLF = 1 and τcal ≥ 3
Multi-layer clouds NLF > 1
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Table 9. Same as Table 6, but for three cloud regimes: thick, thin and multi-layer clouds. For
multi-layer clouds the statistics are given with respect to the uppermost cloud layer. The mean
CTHs retrieved by CALIOP are 4000 m, 5496 m and 11 014 m and the standard deviations are
3497 m, 4784 m and 4461 m for thick, thin and multi-layer clouds, respectively.

thick clouds (500 pixels) thin clouds (968 pixels) multi-layer clouds (1306 pixels)

group bias corr nstd rmsd bias corr nstd rmsd bias corr nstd rmsd

CMS 6 0.959 0.914 1003 −596 0.928 0.888 1890 −3098 0.721 0.917 4464
EUM 203 0.959 0.914 1020 −513 0.925 0.855 1917 −3267 0.689 0.876 4670
OCA −117 0.969 0.945 873 −643 0.941 0.893 1762 −2651 0.783 0.920 3885
MPF −196 0.981 0.918 745 −1068 0.884 0.824 2490 −4359 0.642 0.881 5641
DLR −257 0.967 0.889 970 −1039 0.924 0.863 2120 −4435 0.698 0.841 5503
MFR 154 0.954 0.876 1095 −393 0.928 0.859 1852 −2923 0.755 0.895 4182
AWG 140 0.957 1.017 1040 −208 0.944 0.952 1586 −2128 0.794 0.897 3475
UKM 75 0.952 1.014 1090 −517 0.923 0.946 1917 −2756 0.744 0.869 4095
GSF 334 0.972 0.905 914 −159 0.943 0.833 1688 −2779 0.834 0.874 3715
LAR 624 0.947 0.979 1291 −394 0.899 0.830 2154 −3643 0.591 0.854 5253
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Table 10. Same as Table 9, but for CPR. For clarification the same criteria using CALIOP
products are applied for separation of the cloud regimes. The mean CTHs retrieved by CPR
are 4289 m, 5208 m and 7919 m and the standard deviations are 3480 m, 4236 m and 4050 m
for thick, thin and multi-layer clouds, respectively.

thick clouds (445 pixels) thin clouds (918 pixels) multi layer clouds (1157 pixels)

group bias corr nstd rmsd bias corr nstd rmsd bias corr nstd rmsd

CMS 38 0.959 0.928 987 −127 0.929 0.990 1593 −28 0.639 0.992 3425
EUM 182 0.966 0.940 915 −66 0.926 0.956 1602 −16 0.724 0.936 2921
OCA −99 0.968 0.970 874 −216 0.930 1.000 1595 551 0.646 0.979 3414
MPF −177 0.981 0.940 706 −605 0.920 0.928 1764 −1067 0.767 0.957 2911
DLR −284 0.969 0.916 927 −644 0.946 0.975 1516 −1192 0.785 0.916 2828
MFR 128 0.953 0.901 1071 10 0.924 0.966 1633 81 0.643 0.973 3376
AWG 195 0.964 1.038 984 291 0.923 1.050 1741 982 0.675 0.953 3340
UKM 86 0.958 1.036 1035 −59 0.922 1.054 1730 363 0.702 0.941 3062
GSF 311 0.979 0.930 791 244 0.928 0.926 1596 250 0.694 0.932 3078
LAR 639 0.952 1.005 1257 43 0.915 0.930 1705 −345 0.743 0.923 2828
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Table 11. Same as Table 6, but for clouds with a CALIOP CTH smaller than 3.25 km only. Pixels
were taken into account, when all SEVIRI algorithms as well as the CALIOP retrieval provide
CTH values. This comparison is for 13 June 2008 12:00–15:30 UTC. The mean CTH retrieved
from CALIOP is 1806 m and the standard deviation is 661 m.

CALIOP, low clouds (819 pixels)

group bias corr nstd rmsd

CMS 139 0.400 1.884 1162
EUM 345 0.326 1.549 1078
OCA −41 0.605 1.387 738
MPF 51 0.590 1.194 668
DLR −20 0.255 1.174 882
MFR 458 0.322 1.858 1277
AWG 32 0.395 1.682 1046
UKM 44 0.479 2.029 1178
GSF 621 0.567 1.791 1156
LAR 587 0.310 1.355 1103
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Table 12. Same as Table 11, but for CPR. For clarification, the identification of low clouds is
done with the CALIOP CTH. Pixels were taken into account, when all SEVIRI algorithms as
well as the CALIOP and CPR retrieval provide CTH values. The mean CTH retrieved by CPR
is 1996 m and the standard deviation is 726 m.

CPR, low clouds (726 pixels)

group bias corr nstd rmsd

CMS 119 0.380 1.783 1225
EUM 274 0.381 1.526 1102
OCA −123 0.621 1.368 794
MPF −17 0.638 1.046 632
DLR −155 0.295 1.065 904
MFR 338 0.326 1.759 1291
AWG 46 0.433 1.682 1118
UKM −22 0.467 1.818 1171
GSF 534 0.547 1.683 1155
LAR 507 0.343 1.342 1116
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Fig. 1. Cloud top pressure of ten SEVIRI algorithms for the 13 June 2008 13:45 UTC. The mean is calculated

with the logarithm of the cloud pressure. The last plot shows the corresponding RGB image of the scene. The

track of the A-train satellite constellation between 13:45 UTC and 14:00 UTC is indicated as a red line.

38

Fig. 1. Cloud top pressure (CTP) of ten SEVIRI algorithms for the 13 June 2008 13:45 UTC.
The mean CTP is calculated by averaging the logarithm of the CTP. The last plot shows the
corresponding RGB image of the scene. The track of the A-train satellite constellation between
13:45 UTC and 14:00 UTC is indicated as a red line.
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Fig. 2. Multi algorithm ensemble statistics. Panel (a) displays the number of algorithms that provide a CTP

value. Panel (b) shows the multi algorithm average of the cloud top pressure (CTP). The average is shown

for areas only, where all retrievals detect clouds (common mask). Panel (c) shows the standard deviation of

the log10(CTP) for the common mask to eliminate effects of different sample sizes. Panel (d) shows the multi

algorithm average for the cloud optical depth (not limited to the common mask). All images are for 13 June 2008

12:00 UTC.
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Fig. 2. Multi algorithm ensemble statistics. Panel (a) displays the number of algorithms that
provide a CTP value. Panel (b) shows the multi algorithm average of the cloud top pressure
(CTP). Panel (c) shows the standard deviation of the log10(CTP). In Panel (b) and (c) values are
shown for areas only, where all retrievals detect clouds (common mask) to eliminate effects of
different sample sizes. Panel (d) shows the multi algorithm average for the cloud optical depth
(not limited to the common mask). All images are for 13 June 2008, 12:00 UTC.
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Fig. 3. Latitudinal mean of the Cloud Top Pressure of ten algorithms for 13 June 2008 12:00 – 15:00 UTC. In

the upper panel only satellite pixels are used, for which all ten retrievals derive a result for the CTP, whereas the

plot in the middle panel is based on all available cloudy pixels. The black line shows the average of all SEVIRI

algorithms. In the lower panel, the relative standard deviation of the algorithm ensemble is shown.

40

Fig. 3. Latitudinal mean of the cloud top pressure of ten algorithms for 13 June 2008, 12:00–
15:00 UTC. In the upper panel only satellite pixels are used, for which all ten retrievals derive
a result for the CTP, whereas the plot in the middle panel is based on all available cloudy pixels.
The black line shows the average of all SEVIRI algorithms. In the lower panel, the relative
standard deviation of the algorithm ensemble is shown.
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Fig. 4. Histograms of the Cloud Top Pressure for 13 June 2008 12:00-15:30 UTC. In panel (a) all retrieved

values were taken into account, in panel (b) only satellite pixels are taken into account for which all datasets

provide a value.
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Fig. 4. Histograms of the cloud top pressure for 13 June 2008, 12:00–15:30 UTC. In panel (a)
all retrieved values were taken into account, in panel (b) only satellite pixels are taken into
account for which all datasets provide a value.
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Fig. 5. Validation of the Cloud Top Height (CTH) retrievals using SEVIRI with CALIOP and CPR for

13 June 2008 13:45 UTC or A-train overpass 11318. In the upper and middle panel, the CALIOP backscat-

ter profiles and the CPR reflectivity are shown together with the CTH derived from these instruments. In the

lower panel the CTHs derived from the ten SEVIRI algorithms are shown. The OCA algorithm additionally

derives the CTH of a possible second cloud layer, this product is labeled as OCA2. Stars at the algorithm name

indicate that these algorithms submitted CTP being converted to CTH. The colored boxes roughly indicate

different cloud regimes being discussed in more detail in Section 4.2.
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Fig. 5. Validation of the cloud top height (CTH) retrievals using SEVIRI with CALIOP and CPR
for 13 June 2008, 13:45 UTC or A-train overpass 11318. In the upper and middle panel, the
CALIOP backscatter profiles and the CPR reflectivity are shown together with the CTH derived
from these instruments. In the lower panel the CTHs derived from the ten SEVIRI algorithms
are shown. The OCA algorithm additionally derives the CTH of a possible second cloud layer,
this product is labeled as OCA2. Stars at the algorithm name indicate that these algorithms
submitted CTP being converted to CTH. The colored boxes roughly indicate different cloud
regimes being discussed in more detail in Sect. 4.2.
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Fig. 6. Histograms of the CTH for 13 June 2008 12:00 – 15:30 UTC (A-train overpasses 11317 – 11319). Panel

(a) shows the histograms of the complete CALIOP and CPR dataset and the average of the SEVIRI algorithm

histograms as dotted lines. The histograms using the common mask filtering are shown as solid lines. In panel

(b) the histograms of the individual algorithms are shown using the common mask filtering. For multi-layer

cloud situations only the uppermost CTH is considered.

Fig. 7. Scatter plots of the cloud top height SEVIRI datasets against the CALIOP dataset for 13 June 2008

12:00 UTC – 15:30 UTC (A-train overpasses 11317 – 11319). Most of the points are on the lower right side

showing that the SEVIRI algorithms derive lower CTH than CALIOP.
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Fig. 6. Histograms of the CTH for 13 June 2008, 12:00–15:30 UTC (A-train overpasses 11 317–
11 319). Panel (a) shows the histograms of the complete CALIOP and CPR dataset and the
average of the SEVIRI algorithm histograms as dotted lines. The histograms using the common
mask filtering are shown as solid lines. In panel (b) the histograms of the individual algorithms
are shown using the common mask filtering. For multi-layer cloud situations only the uppermost
CTH is considered.
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Fig. 7. Scatter plots of the cloud top height SEVIRI datasets against the CALIOP dataset for 13 June 2008

12:00 UTC – 15:30 UTC (A-train overpasses 11317 – 11319). Most of the points are on the lower right side

showing that the SEVIRI algorithms derive lower CTH than CALIOP.
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Fig. 7. Scatter plots of the cloud top height SEVIRI datasets against the CALIOP dataset for
13 June 2008, 12:00–15:30 UTC (A-train overpasses 11 317–11 319). Most of the points are on
the lower right side showing that the SEVIRI algorithms derive lower CTH than CALIOP.
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Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 8, but for CPR. Pixels were taken into account, when all SEVIRI algorithms as well as

the CPR retrieval provide CTH values. In comparison to CALIOP more data points are close to the one-to-one

line.

Fig. 9. Taylor diagram for CALIOP and CPR. The Taylor diagram shows the standard deviation of the SEVIRI

retrieval divided by those of the reference sensor as radial coordinate and the cosine of the correlation coeffi-

cients of these datasets as angle. The diagram shows the comparison to the CALIOP and CPR dataset. The

standard deviations of the SEVIRI datasets are smaller than the one of CALIOP and comparable to the one of

CPR. The correlation coefficients are for both active sensors between 0.77 and 0.90.

44

Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 7, but for CPR. Pixels were taken into account, when all SEVIRI algorithms
as well as the CPR retrieval provide CTH values. In comparison to CALIOP more data points
are close to the one-to-one line.
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the CPR retrieval provide CTH values. In comparison to CALIOP more data points are close to the one-to-one

line.

Fig. 9. Taylor diagram for CALIOP and CPR. The Taylor diagram shows the standard deviation of the SEVIRI

retrieval divided by those of the reference sensor as radial coordinate and the cosine of the correlation coeffi-

cients of these datasets as angle. The diagram shows the comparison to the CALIOP and CPR dataset. The

standard deviations of the SEVIRI datasets are smaller than the one of CALIOP and comparable to the one of

CPR. The correlation coefficients are for both active sensors between 0.77 and 0.90.
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Fig. 9. Taylor diagram for CALIOP and CPR. The Taylor diagram shows the standard deviation
of the SEVIRI retrieval divided by those of the reference sensor as radial coordinate and the
cosine of the correlation coefficients of these datasets as angle. The diagram shows the com-
parison to the CALIOP and CPR dataset. The standard deviations of the SEVIRI datasets are
smaller than the one of CALIOP and comparable to the one of CPR. The correlation coefficients
are for both active sensors between 0.77 and 0.90.
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Fig. 10. Histograms of the CTH of thick, thin and multi-layer clouds for 13 June 2008 12:00 – 15:30 UTC.

Panel (a) shows the histograms of the data as provided by the original CALIOP and CPR datasets as well as

the mean of the histograms of the unfiltered SEIVIR datasets. In panel (b) only satellite pixels are taken into

account for which all datasets provide a value. For multi-layer cloud situations only the uppermost CTH is

considered.

Fig. 11. Taylor diagram for CALIOP (left) and CPR (right). The statistics are calculated separately for optically

thick (τcal > 3) and thin (τcal < 3) single layer clouds as well as for multi-layer clouds.
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Fig. 10. Histograms of the CTH of thick, thin and multi-layer clouds for 13 June 2008, 12:00–
15:30 UTC. Panel (a) shows the histograms of the data as provided by the original CALIOP
and CPR datasets as well as the mean of the histograms of the unfiltered SEVIRI datasets. In
panel (b) only satellite pixels are taken into account for which all datasets provide a value. For
multi-layer cloud situations only the uppermost CTH is considered.
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the mean of the histograms of the unfiltered SEIVIR datasets. In panel (b) only satellite pixels are taken into

account for which all datasets provide a value. For multi-layer cloud situations only the uppermost CTH is

considered.

Fig. 11. Taylor diagram for CALIOP (left) and CPR (right). The statistics are calculated separately for optically

thick (τcal > 3) and thin (τcal < 3) single layer clouds as well as for multi-layer clouds.
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Fig. 11. Taylor diagram for CALIOP (left) and CPR (right). The statistics are calculated sepa-
rately for optically thick (τcal ≥ 3) and thin (τcal < 3) single layer clouds as well as for multi-layer
clouds.
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Fig. 12. Differences and root mean square deviations (rmsd) of the CTH between the SEVIRI and CALIOP and

CPR in dependence of the CALIOP cloud optical depth for 13 June 2008 12:00 – 15:30 UTC. Uppermost row

shows the results for all clouds, second row for single layer and the third row for multi-layer clouds. The first

and third column shows the comparison to CALIOP CTH, the second and fourth one the comparison to CPR

CTH. All statistics are calculated for the common mask.
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Fig. 12. Differences and root mean square deviations (rmsd) of the CTH between the SEVIRI
and CALIOP and CPR in dependence of the CALIOP cloud optical depth for 13 June 2008,
12:00–15:30 UTC. Uppermost row shows the results for all clouds, second row for single layer
and the third row for multi-layer clouds. The first and third column show the comparison to
CALIOP CTH, the second and fourth one the comparison to CPR CTH. All statistics are calcu-
lated for the common mask.
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Fig. 13. Cloud top height versus temperature for homogeneous marine stratocumulus region. The crosses mark

the results of the different SEVIRI algorithms. The length of the lines mark the standard deviation of these

properties. The chosen track is illustrated as RGB in the upper right corner. The green and red line mark the

cloud top height of CALIOP and CPR, respectively. The black line shows the temperature profile as provided

by the ECMWF-AUX product. Groups that did not submit a cloud top height, but a cloud top pressure (that we

converted to cloud top height using ECMWF data) are marked with a star *. The temperature profile constructed

with a climatological temperature gradient used by the GSF retrieval is shown as brown line.
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Fig. 13. Cloud top height vs. temperature for homogeneous marine stratocumulus region. The
crosses mark the results of the different SEVIRI algorithms. The length of the lines mark the
standard deviation of these properties. The chosen track is illustrated as RGB in the upper right
corner. The green and red line mark the cloud top height of CALIOP and CPR, respectively.
The black line shows the temperature profile as provided by the ECMWF-AUX product. Groups
that did not submit a cloud top height, but a cloud top pressure (that we converted to cloud top
height using ECMWF data) are marked with a star *. The temperature profile constructed with
a climatological temperature gradient used by the GSF retrieval is shown as brown line.
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